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To help aspiring business owners get their entrepreneurial dreams 
off to a flying start, ACRA has produced a series of video guides on 
what to take note of when registering a business or setting up a 
company in Singapore. Check out our series of video guides today!            

Need help starting a business? Check out 
our video guides
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Companies, Foreign Companies and LLPs should take note that the 
Guidance materials to help them comply with regulatory requirements 
to maintain a register of registrable controllers have been updated. 
The updated guidance materials include clarifications on identifying 
registrable controllers.  

Updates to the Guidance on Registrar of 
Controllers

On 3 Sep, Mr Ong Khiaw Hong, ACRA Chief Executive, hosted a
delegation led by Mr Wassi Khashoggi, Vice Secretary-General from
the Economic Cities Authority, Saudi Arabia. ECA regulates and 
manages the Saudi Arabian government’s Economic Cities 
programme. The delegation was here to learn from Singapore’s 
experience in facilitating business, licensing and property registration 
and other related processes across the entire investor life-cycle.

Hosting visitors from the Saudi Arabia’s 
Economic Cities Authority (ECA)  
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ACRA Service Counter is now located at 
Revenue House
As part of on-going efforts to serve citizens and businesses better, 
ACRA’s service counter is now co-located, together with the service 
counters of IRAS, SME Centre and Corppass at Revenue House. 
Customers can access a range of services such as business 
registration, taxation, CorpPass and business advisory assistance in 
a single location. For a shorter wait, customers should book an 
appointment online before visiting the service counter. 
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